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The rape at the end of scene 10 is clearly the key moment for the motif of 

violence. I think this moment ties together all of the themes that are 

reflected by the theme of violence, and rape not only incorporates physical 

but also psychological violence, further accentuating the importance of this 

moment. Violence is often seen as a result of conflict in the play, and this 

moment clearly results from all of the conflicts explored throughout the text. 

Primarily, the conflict between Blanche and Stanley reaches a climax here, 

when the two are alone. 

Stanley’s hate for her and Blanche’s dislike for him have reached bursting 

point and the violent conflict here results in Stanley not only displaying his 

supremacy over her physically but also sexually. Not only this, but on a wider

level, the rape links to the conflict between men and women which is so 

prevalent in the play. Rape is the ultimate symbol of male dominance over 

women and as such, Williams uses this event to highlight the differences 

between the sexes, and the fact that it is later covered up by most of the 

characters suggests that this is something that a man can get away with in a

society such as Elysian Fields. 

On a wider scale, the rape (and Stanley’s ‘ victory’ over Blanche) symbolises 

the differences between the declining Upper class and the rising Lower class.

Stanley, portraying the Lower class hordes physically and emotionally beats 

Blanche here, and this is representative of the way that the Lower class 

appears to be winning the struggle for dominance in society at the time 

Williams is writing. 
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Overall, I feel that the motif of violence is something which is present 

throughout the play, mainly in Stanley’s manner, and although most 

obviously conveyed through the three major events of physical violence 

(Stanley beating Stella, Stanley smashing his plate and Stanley raping 

Blanche), violence is not restricted to these moments and is also manifested 

in emotional and psychological violence (mostly on Stanley’s part). Williams 

uses the motif in order to accentuate his main theme of conflict; between 

men and women; Stanley and Blanche; and the different classes in his 

society. 
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